Whatever you think about grows. Don't focus on what you are going through, focus on what you are
going to!
Dr Caroline Leaf

Want to sharpen up your camp oven skills?
Come gather around our fire pit (hand built of course) and learn the secrets!
There is nothing like the taste of roast lamb and veges cooked in a camp oven. Follow the simple steps
and it is a sure fire success every time. Maurice (with his long history of being a boy scout and a scout
leader as well as a habitual fire builder and camp cooker) will share his secrets... how to use herbs
when preparing the meat, how to get the fire just right, when to add the potatoes and what to do with the
sweet corn! Plus....learn how to prepare mulled wine!
There are only six places left, so be quick! This will be a fun night!

Ottoman love!
Wow! The response to this workshop has been fantastic!

How does this workshop work?
We provide the ottoman base complete with foam top and wadding and also the recycled vintage legs.
You bring your own material and we teach you how to make the cover complete with piping!
You take home your own completed ottoman.
Check out the details and register your spot today!

Zip purse workshop
Zip purses are handy and functional. Learn the basics of the lined zip purse at this workshop and don't
be misled by the photo...they don't just come in this size. We will teach you how to change the
proportions to make purses of all shapes and sizes.
Join us on Friday 16 May!

Quilting ‐ this must be the fastest way ever!
The first of these workshops sold out very quickly. There is now another scheduled for Sunday 17 May.

Come learn how to make this super soft, quick and easy quilt. It has a traditional quilted look on the other
side.

Respect your Beer workshop

The secrets of hand crafted beer
On again by popular demand! Gavin Croft, beer meister from Croft Brewing Company, will share his
wealth of knowledge about hand crafted beer as we work our way through six different varieties of beer
with coordinating courses of food!
The lager, pale ale, wheat beer, saison (fruit beer), stout and IPA will be served with such delights as
herb cheese and crackers, sautéed prawns, pear and apple salad, spicy Moroccan meatballs and carrot
cake. But not in that order!
This great workshop is on again on Sunday 4 May!

$12 Tuesday!

What happens at $12 Tuesday?

$12 Tuesday is an open studio night. You are invited to join us any time between 6.30pm and 9.30pm
to work on your own project. All the facilities are available for your use and I can provide guidance if you
need help.
Homebaked treats and tea and coffee are provided. The dates are as marked on the workshop calendar.

Lucky newsletter winner!
Every month we have a lucky draw for all the new newsletter subscribers  either a $50.00 bundle of fat
quarters or a $50.00 workshop voucher. The winner of the February newsletter draw is Kalnisha
Juhasz. Congratulations Kalnisha!

